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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Exinda documentation system.

n "Exinda documentation conventions" on page 2

n "Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions" on page 3

Exinda documentation conventions

The Exinda documentation uses the following conventions in the documentation.

Graphical interface conventions

The following is a summary of the conventions used for graphic interfaces such as those in the ExindaWeb
UI and the Central Management Technical Preview UI.

Convention Definition

bold Interface element such as buttons or menus.

For example: Select theEnable checkbox.

Italics Reference to other documents.

For example: Refer to theExinda Application List.

> Separates navigation elements.

For example: Select File > Save.

Command line conventions

The following is a summary of the syntax used for the CLI commands.
(config)# command <user input> keyword {list|of|options|to|select|from} [optional
parameter]
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Convention Definition

monospace text Command line text or file names

<courier italics> Arguments for which you use values appropriate to your
environment.

courier bold Commands and keywords that you enter exactly as
shown.

[x] Enclose an optional keyword or argument.

{x} Enclose a required element, such as a keyword or
argument.

| Separates choices within an optional or required element.

[x {y | z}] Braces and vertical lines (pipes) within square brackets
indicate a required choice within an optional element.

command with many
parameters that
wrap onto two
lines in the
documentation

Underlined CLI commands may wrap on the page, but
should be entered as a single line.

Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions

Throughout themanual the following text styles are used to highlight important points:

n Notes include useful features, important issues. They are identified by a light blue background.

Note Note text

n Tips include hints and shortcuts. They are identified by a light blue box.

Tip Tip text

n Examples are presented throughout themanual for deeper understanding of specific concepts.
Examples are identified by a light gray background.

Example

Text

n Cautions and warnings that can cause damage to the device are included when necessary, and are
highlighted in yellow.

Caution Caution text
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Chapter 1: Accelerate Exchange and
Microsoft Outlook traffic
Exinda x800 appliances have built-in support for acceleratingMAPI traffic. To gain themost benefits from
Exinda's acceleration, compression andWAN Memory technologies, it is recommended that any native
encryption be disabled in Exchange andOutlook.

n "EnableMAPI Acceleration on the Exinda Appliances" on page 5

n To disable encryption of all MAPI traffic, youmust turn off encryption on bothMicrosoft Outlook and
the Exchange server. See "Turn off MAPI encryption in Microsoft Outlook" on page 6 and "Disable
encryption on the Exchange server" on page 8.

n Verify MAPI traffic is being accelerated.

n "View MAPI Acceleration Results" on page 9

n "View real-time inbound and outbound conversations" on page 9.

Note If you encounter any issues, see "Troubleshoot problems with MAPI acceleration" on
page 13

Enable MAPI Acceleration on the Exinda Appliances
Turn Acceleration ON for the policy that captures MAPI traffic. By default, MAPI falls into theMail policy.

1. Click Optimizer.

2. At the end of the Virtual Circuit policy list, type a priority number in theOrder field, and selectMail -
Guarantee Low 5%-100% - Accelerate.

3. Click Add to WAN outbound.

The policy is added to the active policies for the virtual circuit.

Accelerate Exchange and Microsoft Outlook traffic
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4. To restart the Optimizer, in the system toolbar click Restart.

Note This can be done by following the OptimizerWizard in the Basic User Interface. Select
‘Yes’ when asked if you would like to accelerate.

Turn off MAPI encryption in Microsoft Outlook
Exinda recommends that encryption of contents and attachment for output messages should be disabled to
maximize reduction, as each user will encrypt files with a different key. MAPI Encryption is a client side
configuration parameter in Outlook. Therefore, to disable MAPI encryption you need tomake the change on
eachOutlook client.

Youmust disable encryption on all Microsoft Outlook clients as well as the Exchange server. See "Disable
encryption on the Exchange server" on page 8.

Turn off MAPI encryption in Outlook 2003

1. OpenMicrosoft Outlook.

2. Configure the Trust Center.

a. On the Toolsmenu select Options.

b. Switch to theSecurity tab.

c. Ensure theEncrypt contents and attachments for outgoing messages checkbox is not
selected.

d. To close the dialog and save the settings, click OK.

e. To close the Options dialog, click OK.

3. Configure the Account Settings.

a. On the Toolsmenu select Email Accounts.

b. On theE-mail tab, select the email account and click Change.

c. On the Server Settings page, click More Settings.

d. Switch to theSecurity tab.

e. Ensure theEncrypt data between Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Exchange checkbox
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is not selected.

f. To close the dialog and save the settings, click OK.

g. To close the Server Settings dialog, click Next and Finish.

Turn off MAPI encryption in Outlook 2007

1. OpenMicrosoft Outlook.

2. Configure the Trust Center.

a. On the Toolsmenu select Trust Center.

b. Click Trust Center Settings.

The Trust Center dialog opens.

c. Click E-mail Security.

d. Ensure theEncrypt contents and attachments for outgoing messages checkbox is not
selected.

e. To close the Trust Center dialog and save the settings, click OK.

f. To close the Options dialog, click OK.

3. Configure the Account Settings.

a. Outlook 2007: On the Toolsmenu select Account Settings.

b. On theE-mail tab, select the email account and click Change.

c. On the Server Settings page, click More Settings.

d. Switch to theSecurity tab.

e. Ensure theEncrypt data between Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Exchange checkbox
is not selected.

f. To close the dialog and save the settings, click OK.

g. To close the Server Settings dialog, click Next and Finish.

Turn off MAPI encryption in Outlook 2010 and 2013

1. OpenMicrosoft Outlook.

2. Configure the Trust Center.

a. On the Filemenu select Options.

b. Click Trust Center > Trust Center Settings.

The Trust Center dialog opens.

c. Click E-mail Security.

d. Ensure theEncrypt contents and attachments for outgoing messages checkbox is not
selected.
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e. To close the Trust Center dialog and save the settings, click OK.

f. To close the Options dialog, click OK.

3. Configure the Account Settings.

a. On the Filemenu select Info > Account Settings.

b. On theE-mail tab, select the email account and click Change.

c. On the Server Settings page, click More Settings.

d. Switch to theSecurity tab.

e. Ensure theEncrypt data between Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Exchange checkbox is
not selected.

f. To close the dialog and save the settings, click OK.

g. To close the Server Settings dialog, click Next and Finish.

Note These parameters are configurable through a global change so that each client does not
need to be individually changed.

Disable encryption on the Exchange server
For 2007, 2010, and 2013 Exchange servers, Exinda recommends that encryption of theMAPI protocol
should be disabled tomaximize reduction, as each user will encrypt files with a different key. Youmust
disable encryption on all Microsoft Outlook clients as well as the Exchange server to maximize the benefit.
See "Turn off MAPI encryption in Microsoft Outlook" on page 6

Note Encryption cannot be disabled on Exchange 2003 servers, but it will not enforce a
policy requiring encrypted communications between Exchange andOutlook.

Turn off encryption on Exchange 2007 servers

1. Open theExchange Management Shell.

2. At the command prompt, type the following command:
Set-MailboxServer <ExchangeServerName> -MAPIEncryptionRequired:$false

3. To verify the change to the encryption status, type the following command:
Get-MailboxServer <ExchangeServerName>

Turn off encryption on Exchange 2010 and 2013 servers

1. Open theExchange Management Shell.

2. At the command prompt, type the following command:
Set-RpcClientAccess -Server <ExchangeServerName> -EncryptionRequired $false

3. To verify the change to the encryption status, type the following command:
Get-RpcClientAccess -Server <ExchangeServerName>
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Verify MAPI traffic is being accelerated
Confirm that theMAPI traffic fromMicrosoft Outlook and Exchange are being accelerated.

n "View MAPI Acceleration Results" on page 9

n "View real-time inbound and outbound conversations" on page 9

View MAPI Acceleration Results

View the reduction in MAPI traffic on the network.

1. Click Monitor > Optimization and switch to theReduction tab.

The report displays the reduction in MAPI traffic.

View real-time inbound and outbound conversations

The Real-time Conversations Report shows a breakdown of the Conversations monitored by the Exinda
appliance during the last 10 seconds. Conversations are divided into Inbound andOutbound directions.
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1. Click Monitor > Real Time > Conversations.

By default, the Real-time Conversations Report looks like the example below. Conversations are
sorted by throughput. You can also see the packet rate and number of flows for each Conversation.
Any extra information about a Conversation (a URL for example) will be shown in square brackets
next to the Application.

2. To set how often the data updates in the table, select the frequency from theAuto-Refresh Rate list.

3. To view only a specific IP address or subnet, type the address in the IP/Subnet Filter field.

The report can be filtered by IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.

4. To display the optimization policy the conversation falls into, select Show Policies.
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5. To display the user name associated with an internal IP, select Show Users.

6. To group individual connections within a flow as a single line item or show each connection as a sep-
arate line item, select Group.

Understanding the Conversation Report

When a conversation has been accelerated by the Exinda appliance, the Conversation are highlighted in
yellow and the Application Acceleration technologies being applied to that conversation are displayed on the
left-hand side as a series on icons. For example, the FTP connection below is accelerated and is also been
process by WAN Memory.

When a conversation has been processed by Edge Cache it is highlighted in blue.

The following legend describes themeaning of each icon.

WAN Memory: The connection is been processed by WAN Memory.

CIFS Acceleration: The connection is been processed by CIFS Acceleration.

SSL Acceleration: The connection is been processed by SSL Acceleration.

NCP Acceleration: The connection is been processed by NCP Acceleration.

MAPI Acceleration: The connection is been processed by MAPI Acceleration.

When an appliance is deployed in a High Availability (HA) or Clusteringmode, the following icons may also
appear next to each conversation.

Asymmetric: The traffic is asymmetric, and is not being accelerated.
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Local: The connection is passing through this appliance in the cluster.

Remote: The connection is passing through another appliance in the cluster.

Local/Remote: The connection is passing though both this and other appliances in the
cluster.
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Chapter 2: Troubleshoot problems with
MAPI acceleration
If you are experiencing issues with acceleratingMicrosoft Outlook or Exchange traffic on the Exinda
appliance, these troubleshooting topics may help resolve the issue.

n "Notify administrators of system issues" on page 13

n "Outlook cannot connect to the Exchange server" on page 18

n "Outlook slow to send or receive emails" on page 18

n "Decrease in acceleration of MAPI traffic" on page 19

Notify administrators of system issues
System alerts notify you of any system issues, that may require further attention and troubleshooting. If a
system alert is raised the system health status is set to 'Warning' and an email alert is sent. SLA and APS
email alerts are sent when the set threshold limits are exceeded. Use the form below to disable alerts that
you do not wish to trigger or receive emails and SNMP traps for.

Note Youmust configure valid SMTP and DNS settings prior to receiving email alerts. See
"Add an SMTP server for sending email notifications" on page 15 and "Configure
DNS and Domain Names" on page 15.

1. Click System > Setup, and switch to theAlerts tab.

2. To receive alert notifications, select theEnable checkbox for the appropriate alert.

For a description of when each alert is triggered, refer to the table below.

3. Select what type of notification to receive: anEmail, anSNMP Trap, or both.

4. For CPU Utilization, Disk Usage, or NIC Collisions alerts, specify the Trigger Threshold andClear
Threshold levels that cause the notifications to be sent.

When the Trigger Threshold is reached, an alert notification is sent to the administrator. When the
Clear Threshold values are reached, the notifications stop being sent.

5. Click Apply Changes.

Alert Name Description

CPU Utilization Alert raised when the CPU utilization threshold is reached. The
defaults are 95% and 80% busy respectively.

Accelerate Exchange and Microsoft Outlook traffic
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Alert Name Description

Disk Usage Alert raised when the used disk space threshold is reached. The
defaults are 7% and 10% free respectively.

Memory Paging Alert for memory use and paging.

NIC Collisions Alert raised when collisions are present on the interfaces. The
defaults are 20 and 1 per 30 sec respectively.

NIC Link Negotiation Alert raised when the speed/duplex on an interface is set to auto, but
it is negotiating at half duplex and/or 10Mbps.

NIC Dropped packets Alert raised when dropped packets are present on the interfaces.

NIC Problems -RX Alert raised when RX errors are present on the interfaces.

NIC Problems -TX Alert raised when TX errors are present on the interfaces.

Bridge Link Alert raised when one of the links on an enabled bridge is down.

Bridge Direction Alert raised when the appliance cabling is incorrect. In most cases, it
indicates the ExindaWAN interface has been incorrectly plugged
into the LAN and vice versa.

System Startup Alert raised when the Exinda appliance boots up.

SMB signed connections Alert raised when SMB signed connections are present.

SLA Latency Alert raised when the set latency for an SLA object is exceeded.

SLA Loss Alert raised when there is loss for a SLA.

APS Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APS object is
exceeded.

APM Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APM object is
exceeded.

Redundant Power Alert raised when one of the power supplies fails (only available on
platforms with power redundancy).

Redundant Storage Alert raised when one of the hard disks fails (only available on
platforms with storage redundancy).

Connection Limiting One ormore Virtual Circuits has connection limits enabled, and the
threshold was reached.

Max Accelerated
Connections Exceeded

Alert raised when the number of accelerated connections exceeds
the licensed limit. Connections over the licensed limit pass through
the appliance and are not accelerated.
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Alert Name Description

Asymmetric Route
Detection

Alert raised when traffic from a single connection comes in to the
network through one interface or node, and goes out through another
interface or node.

MAPI Encrypted
Connections

Alert raised when encryptedMAPI traffic to aMicrosoft Exchange
server is detected on an Exinda appliance. EncryptedMAPI traffic
cannot be accelerated.

Add an SMTP server for sending email notifications

An SMTP server is required for receiving scheduled reports, system alerts and auto-support notifications.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theEmail tab.

2. In the SMTP Server area, type the SMTP server name.

IPv4 and IPv6 addresses can be used.

3. Type the SMTP server port.

The default port number is 25.

4. Type the email address that system alerts and report notifications will appear to have been sent from.

5. To require authentication against the SMTP server before emails can be sent, select theSMTP
Authentication checkbox.

After selecting SMTP Authentication, youmust provide the username and password for the SMTP
server, and select the authenticationmethod.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. To ensure the users can successfully receive notification emails, click Send Test Email to Add.

Configure DNS and Domain Names

Set a Host Name for your Exinda appliance and configure the DNS servers and domain names. The
hostname should be unique to this appliance on the network.

In this area of the ExindaWebUI you can:

n "Set the host name and DNS of the Exinda appliance" on page 15

n "Add a domain name" on page 16

n "Remove a domain name" on page 16

Set the host name and DNS of the Exinda appliance

Configure the appliance hostname and DNS servers. The hostname should be unique to this appliance on
the network.

Note A valid DNS server is required for Edge Cache, system alerts, scheduled reports,
firmware updates, license updates and Anonymous Proxy updates.
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1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. Type aHost Name for the Exinda appliance.

3. Type the IP address of up to three DNS servers.

4. Click Apply Changes.

The IP address is added to the list of Static and Dynamic Name Servers.

Add a domain name

Add any domain names that the Exinda appliance should try to resolve automatically.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. In the Add New Domain Name area, type the new domain name.

3. Click Add New Domain Name.

The domain name is added to the Static and Dynamic Domain Names list. All manually added
domain names are static.

Remove a domain name

Maintain the list of domain names by removing any obsolete entries.

Note Only manually added domain names can be removed.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. Select the domain to remove from the Static and Dynamic Domain Names list.

3. Click Remove Selected.

The domain is removed.

View the status of an alert

System alerts notify you of any system issues, that may require further attention and troubleshooting. If a
system alert is raised the system health status is set to 'Warning' and an email alert is sent.

1. Click System > Diagnostics, and switch to theSystem tab.

Anything that has generated alerts display the last time an alert was triggered, and the total number of
alerts that have been sent.

2. To view the alert that has triggered the warning, click the alarm name.

Use the information in this alert to help troubleshooting the issue.

3. To remove the history for an alert, click Reset.

The system health status is returned to OK.

Alert Name Description

CPU Utilization Alert raised when the CPU utilization threshold is reached. The
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Alert Name Description

trigger and clear thresholds can be altered. The defaults are 95% and
80% busy respectively.

System Disk Full Alert raised when the used disk space threshold is reached. The
trigger and clear thresholds can be altered. The defaults are 7% and
10% free respectively.

Memory Paging Alert for memory use and paging. This means that the data in RAM
is swapped to disk. Excessive paging alerts could indicate a system
that is running low on RAM resources. Check RAM & SWAP graphs
under Monitoring > System.

Bridge Link Alert raised when one of the links of an enabled bridge is down.

Bridge Direction Alert raised when the appliance cabling is incorrect. In most cases, it
indicates the ExindaWAN interface has been incorrectly plugged
into the LAN and vice versa.

Link Negotiation Alert raised when the speed/duplex on an interface is set to auto, but
it is negotiating at half duplex and/or 10Mbps.

NIC Problems Alert raised when errors are present on the interfaces.

NIC Collisions Alert raised when collisions are present on the interfaces. The trigger
and clear thresholds can be altered. The defaults are 20 and 1 per 30
sec respectively.

NIC Dropped packets Alert raised when dropped packets are present on the interfaces.

SMB signed connections Alert raised when SMB signed connections are present.

Redundant Power Alert raised when one of the power supplies fails (only available on
platforms with power redundancy).

Redundant Storage Alert raised when one of the hard disks fails (only available on
platforms with storage redundancy).

Max Accelerated
Connections Exceeded

Alert raised when the number of accelerated connections exceeds
the licensed limit. Connections over the licensed limit pass through
the appliance and are not accelerated.

Asymmetric Route
Detection

Alert raised when traffic from a single connection comes in to the
network through one interface or node, and goes out through another
interface or node.

MAPI Encrypted
Connections

Alert raised when encryptedMAPI traffic to aMicrosoft Exchange
server is detected on an Exinda appliance. EncryptedMAPI traffic
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Alert Name Description

cannot be accelerated.

Outlook cannot connect to the Exchange server
Problem

Microsoft Outlook continuously tries to connect to theMicrosoft Exchange server.

Resolution

Verify that the Exinda is causing the connection issue by putting the appliance in to bypass mode.

1. If Microsoft Outlook continues to be unable to connect to the Exchange server, the Exinda appliance is
not causing the problem. Troubleshoot other areas of your network to find the problem.

2. If Microsoft Outlook can connect to the Exchange server while the Exinda appliance is in bypass
mode, collect a sysdump and packet captures while attempting to connect Microsoft Outlook to the
Exchange server, and contact Exinda Networks Support Services.

Outlook slow to send or receive emails
Problem

When trying to send and receive emails, Microsoft Outlook takes a long time to complete the task or is
unresponsive.

Resolution

Verify that the Exinda is causing the slowness by putting the appliance into bypass mode.

1. If Microsoft Outlook continues to be slow, the Exinda appliance is not causing the slowness.
Troubleshoot other areas of your network to find the problem.

2. If Microsoft Outlook performs at an expected speed while the Exinda appliance is in bypass mode,
accelerate theMAPI traffic using only basic header marking by running the following CLI command:
acceleration mapi basic-header-marking-only

With basic header marking, only the top level RPC header of eachmessage is ignored when the
traffic is accelerated. By accelerating with basic header marking only, the performance is improved
but there is less reduction in MAPI traffic.

If performance is not improved, collect a sysdump and packet captures while usingMicrosoft
Outlook, and contact Exinda Networks Support Services.
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Decrease in acceleration of MAPI traffic
Problem

The amount of acceleration experienced onMAPI traffic is not as much as has previously been experienced.
The appliancemay also be sending alerts about encrypted connections.

Resolution

1. Encrypted communications or encrypted email and attachments cannot currently be decrypted by the
Exinda. Verify that encryption is disabled on all client computers and that theMAPI protocol is not
being encrypted. See "Disable encryption on the Exchange server" on page 8 and "Turn off
MAPI encryption in Microsoft Outlook" on page 6.

Reduction ration for MAPI is different between Client-side and
Server-side Exindas
Problem

The Reduction Ration percentage reported on the client-side Exinda is not the same as the percentage
reported on the server-side Exinda.

Explanation

As theMAPI traffic passes through the client-side and server-side Exinda appliances, the traffic is
decompressed and optimized at different points in the transaction. Because of the timing of the
decompressing and optimizing, the appliances may report different reduction ration percentages.
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